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EthnicEthnic diversitydiversity and and economiceconomic
performance:performance:microfundationsmicrofundations

DiversityDiversity can can affectaffect economiceconomic choiceschoices byby
directlydirectly enteringentering individualindividual preferencespreferences..
DiversityDiversity can can affectaffect economiceconomic outcomesoutcomes byby
influencinginfluencing the the strategystrategy of of individualsindividuals..
DivesrityDivesrity maymay enterenter the production the production 
functionfunction..
More More diversitydiversity leadsleads toto more more conflictconflict and and 
lessless communicationcommunication,,butbut controllingcontrolling forfor thisthis
latterlatter itit alsoalso leadsleads toto higherhigher productivityproductivity..



ApplyingApplying the the theorytheory on        on        
jurisdictionsjurisdictions

The The largerlarger the(positive)the(positive)effecteffect of of varietyvariety in in 
production and the production and the lowerlower the the utilityutility costscosts of  of  
heterogeneityheterogeneity,the ,the largerlarger the the sizesize of the of the 
jurisdictionjurisdiction consideredconsidered..

The The effectseffects of the of the sizesize of of countriescountries on on 
economiceconomic success success isis mediatedmediated byby the the 
extentextent of of freedomfreedom of of tradetrade..



The The consequencesconsequences of of 
fragmentationfragmentation/1/1

More More raciallyracially fragmentatedfragmentated countriescountries growgrow
lessless((ceterisceteris paribusparibus).).

EthnoEthno--linguisticlinguistic fractionalizationfractionalization provideprovide
the the explanationexplanation forfor the the lacklack of social of social 
capital,capital,productiveproductive public public goodsgoods and and otherother
growhtgrowht enhancingenhancing policiespolicies..



The The consequencesconsequences of of 
fragmentationfragmentation/2/2

The negative The negative effecteffect of of ethnicethnic diversitydiversity isis
significantlysignificantly mitigatedmitigated byby the the presencepresence of of 
““goodgood” ” institutionsinstitutions..

FractionalizationFractionalization hashas negative negative effectseffects on on 
growthgrowth and and productivityproductivity onlyonly in in 
nondemocraticnondemocratic regimesregimes,,whilewhile democraciesdemocracies
managemanage toto copecope betterbetter withwith ethnicethnic
diversitydiversity..



CountriesCountries::effecteffect on public on public policiespolicies

EthnicEthnic fragmentationfragmentation isis negativelynegatively correlatedcorrelated
withwith measuresmeasures of of infrastractureinfrastracture qualityquality,,literacyliteracy
and and schoolschool attainmentattainment and and positivelypositively correlatedcorrelated
withwith infantinfant mortalitymortality..

ItIt hashas beenbeen shownshown anan inverse inverse relationshiprelationship
betweenbetween the the sizesize of of governmentgovernment social social spendingspending
and and transferstransfers relative relative toto GDP on the one GDP on the one 
handhand,and ,and ethnicethnic fractionalizationfractionalization on the on the otherother(In (In 
the US,the US,welfarewelfare spendingspending and and redistributiveredistributive
policiespolicies are are muchmuch smallersmaller thenthen in in EuropeEurope).).



American American localitieslocalities::countiescounties and and 
citiescities

More More raciallyracially fragmentatedfragmentated countiescounties growgrow
lessless in in termsterms of of populationpopulation..
FractionalizationFractionalization hashas a negative a negative effecteffect on on 
populationpopulation growthgrowth in in initiallyinitially poorpoor countiescounties
and a and a lessless negative(or negative(or eveneven positive) positive) 
effecteffect forfor initallyinitally richerricher countiescounties. . 
DiversityDiversity seemsseems toto havehave positive “positive “amenityamenity
effectseffects”on production and ”on production and consumptionconsumption in in 
citiescities..



American American localitieslocalities::effectseffects on on 
public public policiespolicies

Public Public goodgood provisionprovision isis lowerlower and/or and/or lessless
efficientefficient in more in more raciallyracially fragmentedfragmented
American American citiescities..

In more In more raciallyracially fragmentedfragmented
communitiescommunities,people are ,people are lessless willingwilling toto
redistriubuteredistriubute incomeincome becausebecause the the whitewhite
majority majority feelsfeels thatthat redistributiveredistributive flowsflows
wouldwould favourfavour a a racialracial minorityminority..



Village communities in Village communities in 
developing countriesdeveloping countries

••Effects on productivityEffects on productivity

••Effects on public policiesEffects on public policies

Main aspects :



The productivity effects of ethnic The productivity effects of ethnic 
diversity in developing economiesdiversity in developing economies

Ethnicity Ethnicity isis not source of discrimination, not source of discrimination, 
regarding the allocation of bank loans, the regarding the allocation of bank loans, the 
way in which ethnicity seems to make a way in which ethnicity seems to make a 
difference is by offering network difference is by offering network 
relationships that improve access to relationships that improve access to 
supplier credit.supplier credit.



Ethnicity matter for gaining access to group Ethnicity matter for gaining access to group 
resources, a research conducted by La resources, a research conducted by La 
Ferrara showed that members who share Ferrara showed that members who share 
the same ethnicity as the chairperson are the same ethnicity as the chairperson are 
20 to 25 percentage points more likely to 20 to 25 percentage points more likely to 
borrow from the group or from other borrow from the group or from other 
members.members.



Effects on Public PoliciesEffects on Public Policies

Local ethnic diversity often is negatively correlated Local ethnic diversity often is negatively correlated 
to school funding and to the quality of the school to school funding and to the quality of the school 
facilities.facilities.

According to Edward Miguel and Mary Gugerty, According to Edward Miguel and Mary Gugerty, 
moving from complete homogeneity to complete moving from complete homogeneity to complete 
heterogeneity would reduce average local heterogeneity would reduce average local 
funding by about 20 percent, social funding by about 20 percent, social 
heterogeneity (fragmentation in different heterogeneity (fragmentation in different 
clans,political and religious groups)is also clans,political and religious groups)is also 
negatively associated with project maintenance.negatively associated with project maintenance.



Ethnic fragmentation and Ethnic fragmentation and 
endogenous community formationendogenous community formation

The size of a country emerges from a tradeThe size of a country emerges from a trade--off off 
between the benefit of size and the costs of between the benefit of size and the costs of 
heterogeneity of preferences in the population.heterogeneity of preferences in the population.

Benefits of size:Benefits of size:

•• Economies of scaleEconomies of scale

•• Size of the marketSize of the market

•• Defense and protection from foreign Defense and protection from foreign 
aggressionsaggressions

•• Internalization of policy externalitiesInternalization of policy externalities



As the benefits of size diminish then it As the benefits of size diminish then it 
becomes more likely that countries can becomes more likely that countries can 
split into more homogeneus smaller split into more homogeneus smaller 
political entities.political entities.

But often the relationship between ethnic But often the relationship between ethnic 
heterogeneity and the likelihood of country heterogeneity and the likelihood of country 
breakdown is also mediated by the role of breakdown is also mediated by the role of 
natural resourcesnatural resources

CountriesCountries



Another benefit of country size is defense Another benefit of country size is defense 
and protection from aggressions, so if the and protection from aggressions, so if the 
world will become more peaceful we world will become more peaceful we 
should see breakdown of big countries to should see breakdown of big countries to 
better reflect homogeneus “civilizations” better reflect homogeneus “civilizations” 
(after the end of the Cold War).(after the end of the Cold War).

There is also a relationship between ethnic There is also a relationship between ethnic 
heterogeneity, country formation and heterogeneity, country formation and 
democracy.democracy.

CountriesCountries



CitiesCities

The literature is based on the idea that the rich The literature is based on the idea that the rich 
want to isolate themselves from the poor to want to isolate themselves from the poor to 
escape from redistributive policies and the poor escape from redistributive policies and the poor 
want to be close to the rich to gain from want to be close to the rich to gain from 
redistribution.redistribution.

Analyzing the formation of the American cities Analyzing the formation of the American cities 
emerge that the desire for racial homogeneity emerge that the desire for racial homogeneity 
was the driving force in the formation of the was the driving force in the formation of the 
localities (In the Great migration of African localities (In the Great migration of African 
Americans)Americans)



GroupsGroups
Individuals can choose to join a group or not.Individuals can choose to join a group or not.

Participation in socioeconomic groups is Participation in socioeconomic groups is 
negatively affected by local indexes of negatively affected by local indexes of 
racial fractionalization and heterogeneity in racial fractionalization and heterogeneity in 
ethnic origin.But the negative effect of racial ethnic origin.But the negative effect of racial 
fragmentation on participation only holds for fragmentation on participation only holds for 
people relatively adverse to racial mixing.people relatively adverse to racial mixing.
Moreover different groups are more likely to Moreover different groups are more likely to 
find an agreement when they have to face find an agreement when they have to face 
external threats.external threats.



ConclusionConclusion

The benefits on heterogeneity come from The benefits on heterogeneity come from 
variety in production, the costs come from variety in production, the costs come from 
the inability to agree on common public the inability to agree on common public 
goods and public policies.goods and public policies.

There is always a tendency to homogeneity There is always a tendency to homogeneity 
in the jurisdictions formation, to better in the jurisdictions formation, to better 
enjoy the public goods.enjoy the public goods.



The issue of multiethnicity is especially relevant for The issue of multiethnicity is especially relevant for 
current Europe.Compared to Usa, European current Europe.Compared to Usa, European 
countries have been much more ethnically countries have been much more ethnically 
homogeneous.However with the opening of homogeneous.However with the opening of 
borders within the European Union and its borders within the European Union and its 
expansion to the East, in addition to the expansion to the East, in addition to the 
increasing migration from Africa, members increasing migration from Africa, members 
coutries will become less and less homogeneous.coutries will become less and less homogeneous.

Multiethnicity will be one of the major challenges for Multiethnicity will be one of the major challenges for 
Europe in the near future.Europe in the near future.

A look into EuropeA look into Europe


